The way organisations view energy is changing. Many are already thinking about how energy can contribute to business growth and drive deeper efficiencies. Local generation options (also known as distributed energy) are becoming more accessible and tools built on Internet of Things technology are providing the means to understand and manage energy use more effectively.

In our experience, many companies have seen their energy costs fall after investing in advanced energy solutions. Those that have a formalised business strategy are more likely to be experiencing strong financial performance. The benefits they report aren’t just financial. They’re also experiencing improved company reputation and greater resilience to power disruptions.

All of these benefits are redefining the importance of energy discussions among senior stakeholders. The focus is shifting from short-term concerns about cost and resilience. Instead, business leaders increasingly want to talk about investing for greater independence and flexibility in the future. The most advanced want to know how energy can help them make money.

We wanted to validate what we’ve seen and heard from our customers, and quantify how quickly businesses are changing how they think about energy. This Executive Summary sets out the key findings from our research. We hope that you find this insight useful. Please let us know what you think.
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What are distributed energy solutions?

**Energy efficiency:** Energy efficient lighting, back-up generation/standby power, heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) unit optimisation, efficiency improvements to the fabric of buildings

**Energy insight:** Wireless sensors and analytics, building management system (BMS)/building automation systems (BAS)

**Heat and power:** Combined heat and power (CHP)/cogeneration, thermal/electrical efficiency solutions

**Energy monetisation:** Battery storage units, flexible load/demand response measures

**Renewables:** On-site solar panels, on-site wind turbines

---

Two-fifths of companies have seen significantly reduced energy costs after investing in advanced energy solutions.

A quarter of businesses say investing in advanced energy solutions has improved their reputation.

Seven out of ten organisations agree that the cost of being energy resilient is less than the cost of a power failure.

---
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Energy leaders gain a competitive edge

Where you stand matters. Our research shows that energy leadership has business benefits—and those taking the lead are gaining a competitive edge.

Benefits beyond cost savings

Organisations that have invested in distributed energy solutions are already seeing a wide range of benefits. Over two-fifths have already experienced a significant reduction in energy costs. And organisations are reporting benefits that go way beyond that. These range from greater control and visibility to improved resilience of supply.

Almost a quarter of companies say that it has improved their reputation, and a similar proportion report that it’s providing additional revenue.

The more committed organisations are, the better the results. The most advanced organisations have established formal energy strategies that align with their business priorities. These organisations are more likely than their peers to be performing well against a range of key business measures, including financial performance and being customer-centric.

Is your business an energy leader?

Can you count yourself among the energy leaders, which are investing in energy to gain a competitive edge? If not, how do you become one? We’ve developed our unique Energy Leadership Model to help you understand what actions you need to take to get more from your energy investments. The model sets out four stages of energy leadership, based on vision and execution.

Less than one in ten organisations count themselves among the most advanced. These companies have a progressive attitude towards energy and are more likely to have a formal strategy and a dedicated energy team. They’re excelling, relative to their peers, in terms of their energy vision and in how they’re executing their plans. And they’re reaping the greatest rewards. They’re far more likely to be maximising internal efficiencies, achieving sustainability, and enhancing their brand through social and environmental responsibility.

We’ve identified four key areas you need to tackle if you want to achieve the benefits the energy leaders are seeing. Read on to find out more.

The most advanced energy leaders are outperforming on a number of positive business attributes

- 2.5x as likely to be achieving strong financial performance (growth, profitability)
- 2.3x as likely to be a leading brand in our market
- 6.7x as likely to be operating a sustainable business model
- 2.1x as likely to be more customer-centric

Figure 1: How would you compare your organisation’s current performance against similarly sized competitors for the following?

The four stages of energy leadership

- High Vision: Most advanced 8%
- High Execution: Very advanced 16%
- Moderate Execution: Quite advanced 25%
- Low Execution: Least advanced 51%

Figure 2: Based on responses to 12 questions in the Energy Leadership survey.
Increasing visibility and efficiency

Reviewing your existing energy use and investing in smart energy measurement solutions can deliver immediate benefits.

Measurement brings rewards

While many organisations measure energy use, they’re doing so infrequently—they often haven’t done so within a year or only review it occasionally. This means that few organisations have access to the granular data required to drive improvements in operational performance.

Only a quarter of organisations (24%) say they assess energy use continuously.

Organisations have a strong impetus for improving their measurement of energy use: those that do are more likely to be energy efficient. Organisations which consider themselves much more efficient than their competitors are much more likely to be continuously measuring their consumption, and be using multiple methods to do so. They’re also significantly more likely to systematically review and adapt their working practices to improve energy efficiency.

Three-fifths (58%) of the most energy efficient companies use three or more different measures to track energy.

Successful businesses are investing in smart energy

Businesses that have adopted smart energy solutions—such as wireless sensors, building management systems/building automation systems (BMS/BAS) and analytics—are more likely to say they’re strongly over-performing compared to similarly sized competitors for growth and profitability. The most confident are those that have adopted both wireless sensors and BMS/BAS.

Implementing “a single pane of glass” view, which pulls together usage information into one place, can lead to a more integrated approach to energy. Most companies currently lack such insight though, with over half (55%) saying they do not have a comprehensive, end-to-end view of their energy efficiency.

Construction company cements savings

A large cement company, with operations across 50 countries, wanted a solution that would provide full visibility of how its critical machines were performing. Centrica Business Solutions installed our Panoramic Power wireless sensor technology to measure energy use and pinpoint consumption across different equipment, buildings and plants. This helped the company identify a broken conveyor motor. Fixing this delivered a saving of £200,000 annually at just one location.

Adoption of smart energy management solutions is linked to competitive advantage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All businesses</th>
<th>Are much more energy efficient than similarly sized competitors (12%)</th>
<th>Have seen higher growth and profitability than similarly sized competitors (18%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Those that have adopted wireless sensors and analytics</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Those using BMS/BAS companywide</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Those that have implemented both</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: To the best of your knowledge, which of the following energy improvements has your organisation implemented? How energy efficient do you believe you are compared to similarly sized competitors? How would you compare your organisation’s current performance against similarly sized competitors for achieving strong financial performance (growth, profitability)?
Balancing your energy sources

With so many different energy solutions available to supplement your existing supply, how do you decide where to invest?

The biggest focus is energy efficiency

52%

Over half of organisations we surveyed have implemented solutions designed to deliver energy efficiency improvements to their buildings. These include HVAC and energy-efficient lighting. These can offer the clearest and quickest return on investment.

Leaders recognise the importance of insights

40%

Reassuringly, given its importance, two-fifths of organisations say they’ve already adopted wireless sensors and analytics, or BMS/BAS across at least some of their sites.

Compelling case for heat and power integration

37%

While the business case for thermo-electric generation can be extremely compelling, it may not be suitable for all companies. It usually makes the most economic sense for businesses with high thermal loads and where electricity costs are high.

Awareness of energy monetisation is high

35%

Nearly all companies surveyed were aware that they could get paid for selling power to the grid at times of peak demand. Over a third are already selling excess capacity back to the grid, participating in supply- or demand-side incentives.

On-site renewables yet to be widely adopted

31%

Adoption of on-site renewables can be limited by physical considerations. We expect much wider adoption as these technologies and battery storage continue to mature. Collaboration between companies is likely to help too.

Companies are looking for new funding methods

Adopting new energy solutions can require significant investment. While traditional funding options are most prevalent, other methods are starting to be used. These include shared risk models.

Payback financing, for example, is a model where investments are funded by a third-party—typically a supplier—and paid for out of ongoing energy savings or increased revenue, reducing the capex burden on the company.

Approaches to funding of advanced energy solutions

- Self-funded: 40%
- Government grants / incentives: 36%
- From a bank loan: 34%
- From a loan provided by the solution provider: 30%
- OPEX-based financing (e.g. leasing, "as a service" based contracting): 26%
- A "payback" financing model: 9%

Figure 4: In future, which funding methods for energy investments would you prefer to use?

Holiday retreat improves its energy monetisation

The Olde House, a working farm and holiday retreat in Cornwall, UK, was exporting excess solar energy during the day. But it was also importing expensive peak-time energy from the grid when holiday makers returned in the evenings. Centrica Business Solutions’ Local Energy Market trial helped fund six energy storage machines. These now shift excess solar energy at times when it’s needed on-site. This should improve the utilisation of on-site solar power by 1,800%, and save the company up to 50% on energy imports.
Reducing business risk

Energy security and resilience is seen as the biggest business risk, behind only cyber-crime. However, attitudes and actions don’t always line up.

Companies know the business risks

Well over a quarter (28%) of organisations rank energy security and resilience as a substantial risk to their business. Along with political uncertainty, it’s the biggest concern—ranking behind only cyber-crime. It even ranks above financial risk and natural disasters.

Those concerns are understandable. Businesses are more dependent on energy than ever. And as they depend on power-reliant technology—from mission-critical hosted applications to electric vehicles—the pressure on supply is likely to increase. Outages could have a significant impact on financial performance and customer loyalty.

71% of organisations agree that the cost of being energy resilient is less than the cost of a power failure.

Many organisations have faced issues relating to energy resilience over the past 12 months. The biggest problem has been interruption to energy supply caused by external factors, such as grid failures due to high demand or extreme weather. Almost a third have also faced problems where internal factors, including equipment failure, have interrupted their supply.

But they’re not taking action

These concerns about energy resilience, and the experience of power outages, aren’t always driving businesses to rethink their approach to energy. Many organisations aren’t regularly assessing the risks of interruption to their energy supply—only a quarter have done so in the last year.

The majority (88%) of companies have an energy resilience plan, but little more than half of them test it regularly and many don’t assess resilience at all locations.

Even when organisations carry out energy resilience assessments, they don’t always do so comprehensively. Assessments at a fifth of companies didn’t cover all locations.

Just a quarter of companies have assessed energy risks in the past 12 months

- Have assessed in the last 12 months: 25%
- Have assessed, but more than 12 months ago: 36%
- Haven't assessed, but intend to: 28%
- Haven't assessed and have no plans to do so: 9%
- Don’t know: 2%

Figure 6: To your knowledge, has your organisation ever fully assessed the risk of interruption to its energy supply?

Pharmaceuticals company avoids disruption

A leading pharmaceutical company’s site in Italy produces a vaccine that must be kept within certain ambient temperatures. If it fails to do this, it must dispose of the vaccine. The company’s task is made harder by the fact that its warehouse is located in an area that suffers from disruption to its energy supplies. Centrica Business Solutions installed a CHP unit which is helping to protect the business by ensuring continuity of supply to the site.
Linking energy to business outcomes

The most advanced energy leaders have energy strategies that contribute to achieving their wider business objectives.

Having an energy strategy matters

Organisations are adopting energy strategies to provide them with a competitive edge. They’re also being encouraged to do so by the availability of new technologies that have enabled advanced distributed energy solutions.

For every business that sees no competitive advantage in adopting an energy strategy, there are almost eight that are investing for that very reason. Similarly, there are 12 times as many businesses that see new technology as an enabler of their energy strategies as those that see it as a barrier.

There is a clear linkage between how advanced a company is as an energy leader and having a formalised energy strategy. Three-quarters of businesses in the most advanced band of the Energy Leadership Model have one. The same is true for just one in ten of the least advanced.

Few have a comprehensive strategy

Nearly three-quarters of companies say they have an energy strategy. But these are rarely comprehensive or include specific targets, actions or budgets for items they themselves have identified as important to their use of energy. Resilience-related topics, in particular, appear to be under-addressed—possibly as organisations believe these will be the hardest to implement. For example, almost two-thirds consider back-up sources in the event of a power outage to be very important but less than one in five have targets, actions or budgets linked to this in their plans.

Almost three-quarters (73%) of companies have an energy strategy, but over half (56%) of those say it’s not formalised and implemented consistently. The corresponding figures for the most advanced companies are 97% and just 23%.

Centrica targets 50% emissions reduction by 2025

In 2007, we set ourselves a target to cut global carbon emissions from property, fleet and travel in half by 2025. By 2015, we’d already cut global property emissions by 44%. In the UK, this involved the introduction of biomass, solar thermal and CHP energy units, and LED lighting at numerous sites. An enhanced BMS allows us to control the energy we consume to increase operational efficiency. In Oxford, we developed a low carbon office capable of obtaining over 30% of its energy from low carbon and renewable technology. In Windsor, we’re installing two standalone lithium ion battery units. These will be used as a showcase to demonstrate how to improve resilience by providing an alternative source of power, increase efficiency by optimising when power is imported, help balance the grid, and provide capacity to ensure the lights don’t go out.

Ready to join the energy leaders?

Read the full Energy Advantage Report to discover practical steps you can take now to join the energy leaders. Get our tips on formalising your energy plan, building your team and creating a compelling business case.

centricabusinesssolutions.com
Centrica

The world of energy is changing and, with our chosen businesses, distinctive positions and current capabilities, Centrica is well placed to deliver for its customers and for society.

We are developing innovative products, offers and solutions, underpinned by investment in technology. In February 2017, we announced the creation of “Centrica Innovations” that identifies, incubates and accelerates new technologies and innovations. We will look to invest up to £100 million over the next five years in start-ups, giving us access to technology and entrepreneurial capability and resources.

Centrica Business Solutions

Centrica Business Solutions is at the forefront of supporting organisations around the world to benefit from new distributed energy sources and technologies to achieve their business vision. Through a combination of deep expertise and a broad range of distributed energy solutions we enable you to take control of your energy and gain a sustainable competitive advantage—improving operational efficiency, increasing resilience, and driving your business vision forward.

We’ll partner with you to provide the right combination of innovative energy solutions and expert advice to deliver the energy strategy your business needs. We remove the complexity traditionally associated with the energy market and provide the right energy solutions, in the right place and at the right price. And we offer a comprehensive range of flexible financing options that can be tailored to your requirements for each project.

We provide global end-to-end distributed energy services to 25% of the FTSE 100 and power the ambitions of 2,000 companies across Europe, the Middle East and North America, from retail and manufacturing to health and education. We’re investing £700 million by 2020 in distributed energy to make these energy solutions a reality for you.

About the research

In late 2017, Centrica commissioned B2B International, an independent research company, to investigate organisations’ attitudes to energy and adoption of distributed energy solutions. Over 1,000 respondents from six countries and across a range of sectors took part in the research, all from companies with 100 or more employees. All qualifying respondents came from organisations using, trialling or considering advanced energy solutions, and had management and/or financial responsibility for energy decisions within their company.

Ready to power your business performance?

We can work with you to improve your operational efficiency, reduce your business risk and drive your business vision forward.

Speak to an expert at Centrica Business Solutions.

centricabusinesssolutions.com

Contact us by phone: +44 2036 375 370
or email: CentricaBusinessSolutions@centrica.com